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Hot Water

Blues

One of the biggest discomforts faced by girls since the beginning of the session has
been the availability of hot water, especially in DGR. Luke warm for some and
unsighted for many; lets understand the reasons for this problem
and how they can be overcome:
The pipes connecting the water tanks to the hostel bathrooms are
installed in an interconnected manner. A default by any user
would cause wastage of hot water, leading to non availability for
others. Hence it is necessary for each one of us to know the
mechanism of the mixer.
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Fig 1. Correct position of mixer
while not in use

1. The left knob is for hot water and right one for cold.
2. The lever in between the two knobs when turned left releases tap water, right
releases water from the shower and centre stops the water flow from both ends.
3. If the left knob (hot water) is turned on and lever turned to the right or centre,
the hot water internally gets redirected to mix with the cold water. This also
prevents the hot water to reach all the floors vertically below this floor.
4. The hot water knob should be turned off immediately after use.
5. The lever needs to be positioned left in order to enable hot water to flow down to
other floors without mixing with the cold water.
Key Notes:
 Do not use the lever to stop the flow of water.
 Turn off the left knob (hot water) immediately after use.
 Keep the lever turned left.

If each one of us adheres to these instructions, together we can solve this problem
and help others as well. The infra cell members are available to conduct demos in
case of any ambiguity. Feel free to contact us for any issues regarding the same.

Each Hostel has a 1500 litres
water tank, which is more than
sufficient to meet every one’s
needs!

SAVE WATER!

4 Things to make your Room Feel
Like Home
A hostel room can feel so empty, compared to the cosy bedroom that you’ve spent
most of your lives in. Without the familiarity of your possessions, you may find
yourself missing home. To feel more comfortable, give your hostel room a little
“Tender loving care”- and it might just give a little right back!

Less is More: In a small space, it's not always about jamming it full of stuff or
seeing how good at reality sized Tetris you are. Sometimes simplifying your
possessions is what actually makes your living space more liveable. Your room is
your home for 2 years only, take advantage of living simply, if only as an
experiment.

The Bed: Make the bed a focal point (since it's probably the biggest thing in the
room). Keep your bed clean and change the sheets every 4-5 days. Use the right
pillow to comfort your neck and shoulders.

A doormat or a rug: this can help soften the visual weight of your room and can
also be used as alternative seating space.

Your invaluable belongings: There’s no better way to create a home away from
home than to fill your dorm with personal items that hold a lot of meaning. For
instance- a favourite blanket, medals or gifts from special people in your life. Set
some boundaries, so each of you has their own personal space.

THE MESS
- ONE PLACE, MANY FACES
What do you think of when I say Mess? Not off course in the dirty chaotic sense of the
word, but when you talk with regards to a college or a hostel. You start imagining a place to
have your breakfast, lunch and dinner. You start picturing those long, serpentine, unending
queues of students waiting for a chance to get in front of the food dispensing counter to
satisfy their roaring tummies. No doubt the Mess has all of that. But there are still other facets
which we tend to overlook so often!

 Well for one, it is the place to do all sorts of last moment work! With so many subjects and
the professors being so generous with distributing assignments, the students are left with no
time for themselves in the evenings and nights as well. So, as these sleep deprived souls
succumb to their body’s slumber needs, they leave behind many assignments incomplete.
So when do they get the time to complete it? During the lunchtime; In the Mess! Where
they can get “inspired” by other students’ work and create
what they had to in a jiffy!!

The good old Mess also acts as a witness to some of
the most memorable mini talk shows! By that I mean the
intense discussions that people engage themselves so
passionately in! Some of them are so heated that even the
mess workers can’t help but come and ogle at the
entertainment that they don’t have to spend even a penny on,
others are just by the way talks which can easily be dismissed
as the most mundane and stupidest of talks ever to come out of human mouths!

 Then there is the incessant gossip that all of the
students so willingly give in to! All said and done
it’s an ideal place to actually exchange ideas as there
are so many listeners and mind you, “advisors” as
well! So much so that the flow of information both
useful & totally trashy is limitless!

MESS TIMINGS
Breakfast: 7am-9am
Lunch: 12:30pm-2pm
Evening snacks: 6pm-7pm

Dinner: 8:30pm-10pm
The Mess plays home to all of these activities and
nurtures them. It’s a resort and much more when you
have nowhere else to go. In this entire hullabaloo let’s also give a thought to the fact that it
fills our tummy black holes when we have absolutely no energy or food left and have
nowhere else to go. So it is important that we don’t waste the food that we get in the mess
and be grateful that at least we don’t have to go away hungry because the mess is always
there! The least we can do for this cause is that take only so much food that we would be
eating and not pile on excessively. This will surely help the cause a lot! So guys! It’s a
humble plea made, hoping that it won’t fall on deaf ears. Let’s do this together for our only
emergency respite, Our Mess!

Many student managers had
continuously requested the mess
committee to start evening
snacks along with tea and coffee.
Hence from 2 August 2013,

Evening Snacks have been
started in order to add that little
extra zing to your evenings.

LOVE FOOD…HATE WASTE…
If you remember your last restaurant visit and compare that with the overall
statistics of food wastage in India alone, you would want to go back and lick your
plate clean – and maybe even the utensils, the food was served in. But, the lack of
awareness around the issue and other interrelated issues, such as malnutrition,
poverty and food shortage, is minimal and hence a small contributor to the larger
picture of food waste and other related issues. But, food waste alone incurs huge
monetary losses to mankind.

Today, most of us don’t even spare a thought for the time, energy, and resources it
takes to produce our food.
According to the United Nations Environment Programme’s (UNEP) website,
“Roughly one third of the food produced in the world for human consumption
every year — approximately 1.3 billion tones — gets lost or wasted.”
We as individuals can do a lot to improve the situation.
 Food that we BUY, EAT and WASTE is directly related to the Global crisis we
are facing.
 It might be interesting for you to know that rarely we eat everything that we
buy.
 Let’s make it a point to BUY WHAT WE NEED and EAT WHAT WE BUY.
 Let’s contribute in whichever small way possible to avert the food crisis in
our state and country.
Let’s make earth a better place to live in for the future generations to come.

The average food wastage in the mess
currently is 45

KGs per day!

As a part of our new initiative to reduce wastage, the mess
committee has decided to make all the students aware about
the huge amounts of wastage. Hence, form 29th July’13 we
started weighing the wastage for each meal. For the first week
the average food wastage was about 45 Kgs, the highest being
75 Kgs on 2nd August’13. This value is written down on the
white board on the ground floor each day to bring it to the
notice of all the students.

This month- Laptop repair centres in SIMS vicinity

Company

Address

Phone number

Apple

21 Level 1 Mariplex
Mall, Near Gold
Adlabas, Kalyani
Nagar, Pune - 411014
Data Care Corporation - Dell
Desktop/Laptop Service
Center in Pune
637/A Chandraprabhu Apt,
Next Hotel Rutugandh,
Deccan Gymkhana, Pune –
411004
Redington (I) Ltd.
No.201,202,203 & 206 ,Sheetal
Plaza, 2nd Floor,
CST No.1125, Final Plot
No.499 ,Off F C Road of
Model Colony, Next To Hotel
Ambasadar, Shivajinagar
Pune 411005
Maharashtra
109 1st Floor City Mall, Near
City Mall, University Road,
Chaturshringi, Pune - 411016
| View Map
Computer Home - Acer
Desktop/Laptop Service
Center in Pune
Plot No-562,,Africana,
Shyamsundar Society Lane,

9320596642, (020) 27034082,
27034083

Monarch Technologies Pune
P Ltd 1 Infinity,129/132 Law
College Road, Pune 411004 (

020)25424560/61/9860098200

Dell

HP

Sony

Acer

Lenovo

Phone: - 020, 30217777

Contact Nos. 91 20
25663291

Call: (020) 41402000

Phone: 20 - 24327327,
32544448
Email: jsushil@computerhome.com

Know your city!
Event
Iftar Buffet
The Global Grill
and Barbecue
Festival
The Mud Rush

Description
A lavish buffet of
traditional Iftar
food
Food Festival

Date
2nd Aug – 10th Aug
2013

Venue

11th August 2013
(Sunday)

Cocoparra,
Mundwa

Marathon RaceMonsoon Edition

31st Aug 2013

Fort Jadhavgadh

DATE
8th Aug 2013 (Thursday)
9th Aug 2013 (Friday)

15th Aug 2013 (Thursday)
16th Aug 2013 (Friday)
23rd Aug 2013 (Friday)
30th Aug 2013 (Friday)

Kitsch, Koregaon
Park

MOVIES
Chennai Express
Ramayya Vasthavayya
We’re the Millers
Planes
Lovelace
Satyagraha
Once Upon A Time In Mumbai
Dobaara!
Paranoia
Jobs
Madras Café
Getaway
Kaanchi
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“The college has a good infrastructure as a whole but there are
some areas which can be improved like the long queues at the
mess for example. The college boasts of an excellent campus
maintained prim and proper at all times. The full fledged
academic block gives the student managers the facilities required
for modern day education..”
Amith Vijay Kumar

“..Apart from minor water issues, the campus is well maintained
with all required facilities and improvements are always taken care
of. Infrannovate is a very innovative measure to spread the infra
word across and get valuable suggestions from the students.”
-

Nidhi Sreeram

“..The campus boasts of excellent conference halls, tutorial halls,
canteen and parking facility. There are 4-5 hostels situated in the
premises of the Institute that can accommodate around 600 students.
In short a home away from home!”
-Siddharth Khattar

“Our college gymnasium is equipped with state of the art facilities,
and these facilities provided to students free of charge. Our college
auditorium is equipped with all hi tech facilities and has good seating
capacity.”
-

“Good Job INFRA!!.. All the best for your future
initiatives towards further improvements..”
-

Jerin George

Nitin Patial

THE INFRANNOVATE INITIATOR
-SHASHANK SHARMA
Truly the "ONE MAN ARMY". The coolest and most
chilled out head but a hard task master! You can joke with
him as much but you need to get the work done. He initiated
this magazine in September 2012 with a view of bringing
light to the various changes in the campus enabling us to
know our campus better in a fun filled way.

Akshita Srivastava – Chief Editor
A calm and composed girl from Delhi, she is one of the youngest
people in the batch. She values the power of speech, believes in
completing every task assigned with a touch of creativity.
Trained in many forms of dance, she is also a poet at heart. She
likes to keep herself involved with her hobbies like dancing,
writing, baking, watching Bollywood movies and TV series.
Seems like an introvert at first, but when she makes friends, she
makes them for life..

Akshay Chhabra
Born in Dehradun, from Chandigarh is an Electronics Engineer.
He has around 3 years of Work Experience .He has an enormous
capacity for work. During his life time, he has logged almost
thousands of hours doing everything related to enjoying his life
and caring and loving his close ones.
He believes in Work hard and Party harder way of life- A calm
and patient guy who believes in giving everything a try. In short
he loves anything that gets him outside. Rumoured to be a good
dancer although the reality is this- “Dance like no one is
watching. Live like there is no tomorrow.”
Life's so good that he can't stop smiling!

Kanika Sinha
She is born in Mumbai, from Delhi- completed her schooling from
Delhi Public School, Rohini. She has completed her Hotel
Management from IHM Pusa and specializes in kitchens.
An extrovert and fun loving person whose passion is cooking. She
also loves to play badminton and tennis. Her idol is her mother
and adores Roger Federer. She believes in the fact that working
hard can get you anything in life!!!!

Sidharth AVS
Jack of all trades, master of "some" is what is applicable to him. He is a
graduate in electronics and instrumentation from JNTU, Hyderabad. He
worked with Tata Consultancy Services as a manual tester. Apart from an
ISTQB certified tester he also has the honour of being recommended in
Indian Navy as Electrical Officer.
He likes watching movies and singing occasionally. He is a foodie and craves
for sweets. He enjoys bike rides and indulges himself in playing squash,
cricket and table tennis.

Deepika Singh
This girl from Delhi with a colgate smile loves everything “sundar
sundar.” She loves her clothes and footwear and her almirah
would always be organized even if her room wouldn’t be. Her
hobbies include shopping followed by listening music and
watching tv series (for which she doesn’t get time in SIMS). She
loves coffee and donuts.
And yes she doesn’t share her hard disk with anyone.….shhhh

Ganesh Kashid
A person whose persona is an array of qualities. With a career
spanning 4 years work ex in varied fields, his ability to cope with
different challenges that life throws at him has fortified manifold.
His stint with the Indian Army has empowered him in more than
one way. His knowledge in Hotels also is praiseworthy. In short he
is a person who can understand and handle people very well with a
knack of endearing himself to any person he talks to.

